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Primary Objectives and General Presentation Requirements 1. This is a complicated assignment so please read all directions with your group. 2. Your groups will be assigned a theme to cover from the choices below. Your job is to teach a complex, well-supported, and creative lesson that builds a case for your theme.  Students will be required to teach the topics to the class showing how key literary terms, pivotal examples from the text, and other narrative devices reveal a complex answer to the assigned topics.  Like a lawyer, you will have to find many different examples of support when teaching your topic.  Like an artist, you will have to create a visual or a performance that reveals not only your theme but how the author constructs that theme through the use of literary devices.  Like a teacher, you have to prepare a handout that includes your examples, your literary terms, and your “essential questions”, and a brief written analysis of your theme.  Remember your objective is to teach your thematic topics below. I will assign your group a theme if you cannot chose in a timely manner.  You must teach these themes by referring to examples found in chapters. Some chapters may be more useful than others in revealing your thematic topic. Themes Titles and Descriptions Reoccurring symbols and imagery of religion and gender



Definitions of Freedom



Sex/ procreation as a commodity



The roles and lives of men



The juxtaposition of past and present (dystopia emerges from the ashes of the old world)



Class and hierarchy related to women and religion



Definition of women in the past and in the present



Conceits, metaphors, and identity



Reflections of women (mirrors, glass, and doubling) Women policing women Main character's hunger for touch and passion



Society systems of control (including propaganda)



Titles, positions, status-- relationships of power



Expressing sexuality



Clothing and color



Bodies and minds



Silenced voices



Relationships among women



The language, names, and words of gender



Woman’s work



Religious allusions and their function



Relationships between men and women



The inner and outer voice of the narrator



Confinement of body, soul, mind, and landscapes



Evolving/Devolving words, old world to new



Customs, routines, and rituals
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Literary Terms (choose 3 that are relevant to your theme).  Remember you must show how literary terms used by the author help to reveal your thematic topic and answer your guiding questions.  Each group must chose 3 from the list below  WARNING—some terms below fit your theme better than others. Choosing terms after finding five examples from the text may help. List of terms Narrative voice or type of narration, mood, tone, irony, antihero, sarcasm, satire, imagery, diction, dialect, detail, characterization, syntax, symbolism, setting, narrative voice, motif, thesis/antithesis, conceit, conflict, allusion, anecdote, archetype, paradox, figurative language (metaphor, simile, anaphora, hyperbole), understatement, and historical connections to religion and woman's rights. Task Requirements  Your group must accomplish all the tasks below. Remember, you must build a case to support your interpretation of thematic topics. Visual/ Presentation You must create a visual or a presentation Options (choose one, combine some, or submit new idea for approval) 1. Poster board presentation using at least five poster boards 2. Dramatic performance involving all members in a role 3. Puppet show performance involving all members 4. A video production involving all members 5. A musical or spoken word production using self- generated poetry, raps, songs with accompanying music that relates to your theme 6. Three different models/ dioramas 7. A performance art piece, sculpture, or an original game. Visual requirements 1. The visual/ performance communicates FIVE major examples you use to explain your thematic topic in a creative way. 2. The visual/ performance includes quotes or paraphrases from your central examples. 3. The visual/ performance includes a symbolic representation of THREE of your literary terms. Show the term in some creative and memorable way. 4. The visual/performance engages, informs, and entertains the audience. 5. The visual includes a historical or cultural connection to the setting of the book and/or to the time period the book when the book was written. Handouts You must create a handout for everyone in the class and the instructor. The handout must accomplish the tasks below. Visuals/performances and handouts may share info but you should not read the handout as part of the performance. Handout requirements 1. The handout communicates major ideas and helps others understand the connections between your thematic topic, your literary terms, and your examples. 2. The handout includes FIVE quotes and paraphrases from the text with page numbers that come from each major scene that you chose to focus on. 3. The handout includes definitions of THREE literary terms/ devices and explains how these devices reveal your thematic topic. 4. The handout includes a historical or cultural connection to the setting of the book and/or to the time period the book when the book was written. 5. The handout includes a brief written analysis that seeks to reveal your thematic topic with additional questions for further reflection. • • •
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Handmaid's groups should accomplish the following in order: Each day, your group must keep a notebook of your accomplished tasks. I will check the notebooks. Remember—these notebooks must show clear effort but may vary in their design and approach. I will reward groups who accomplish the tasks below in their notebook. Task Set 1 Groups must  Chose a title for a theme.  Submit names of members with assigned theme.  In one well-written paragraph, define your theme based on the title you chose.  Be sure to inlcude guiding questions about the text as it relates to your theme.  Add your theme description with guiding questions to the electronic theme list (on this computer only).  Find five examples in quoted of paraphrased form with page numbers to help define your theme or answer your guiding questions.  Group must explain how examples relate to their theme and what their examples tell me. Task Set 2 Groups must  Pick literary terms based on the scenes they have found that support their argument for their answer to the thematic question.  Thoroughly define their literary terms.  Explain how each terms applies to their thematic topic. Task Set 3 Groups must   



Design your hand out by creating a “mock-up.” A drawn example on notebook paper that represent how you will set up your hand out. Show how they will design their hand out Include all necessary elements on your hand-out draft, but you do not need to complete all the writing tasks required. Still, be sure to outline those components and properly represent where they will appear on the handout.



Task Set 4 Groups must  Design your visual or presentation.  Write a summary telling me of your plan for your visual or presentation  Begin working on your visual or presentation by bringing necessary materials, by drawing, by creating posters and models, by writing poems, scripts, etc.  You must show progress on your visual of presentation by recording in your notebook the types words, statements, pictures, drawings and arrangements you will use.
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Rubric for Wuthering Heights presentations. Each category is worth up to 10 points. 10 points=A, 9points= B, 8 points=C, 7 points= D, 5 points= F  The visual/ performance communicates the some of the five major examples you use to analyze and teach your thematic topic to the class in a creative way. 



The visual/ performance includes a symbolic representation of 3 of your literary terms. Show the term in some creative and memorable way.







The visual/performance engages, informs, and entertains the audience.







The handout includes FOUR OR FIVE quotes and paraphrases from the text with page numbers.







The handout communicates major ideas and helps others understand the connections between your thematic topic, your literary terms, and your examples.







The handout includes definitions of 3 literary terms/ devices and explains how these devices reveal your thematic topics or answer guiding questions.







The handout includes a brief written analysis that seeks to analyze your thematic topic with additional questions for further reflection.







Each member of the group participates in the presentation.







The presenters use their time effectively and are prepared on presentation day.







The presenters interact with the audience.







Presenters are prepared to respond to teacher and student questions.







Presenters demonstrate basic understanding and knowledge of the text.







Presenters appear as an authority in the subject area they are presenting.







The presentation is organized and focused.







The presenters includes at least FOUR OR FIVE specific references to the text







The presenters provided clear definitions, examples, and explanations of Literary/Rhetorical devices







Quality of analysis throughout the presentation shows depth of thought and relevant interpretation of the text.







The presentation displays creative insight







The presentation contains references to history or culture related to book.







The presentation contains vocabulary appropriate for the discussion of literature. Comments:
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